
Vocabulary  
Set 2

Affixes

a letter or a group of letters 
placed at the beginning or end of a root word

to modify its meaning



Prefixes

a letter or a group of letters 
placed at the beginning of a word 

to modify its meaning



amphi =  both



amphitheater (noun)

am·phi·the·a·ter

an outdoor space for the presentation 
of dramatic or sporting events
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amphibious (adjective)

am·phib·i·ous

describes things that live on land or in water, or 
things that can move on both land and water
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ecto =   on the outside



ectoderm (noun)

ec-to-derm = on the outside

the outermost layer of cells or outer 
layer of tissue of an embryo in early 
development
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endo =   within, inside



endoscope (noun)

en də skōp

an instrument that is used to look into 
the body to view internal parts
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root/base

form the base of words which are created after 
affixes are added

Example:
act = base /root

react = prefix re changes the meaning 
of the base word



cred =   believe



credulous (adjective)

cred·u·lous

showing too great a readiness to believe 
things – gullible, naive

This credulous guy will 
believe anything!
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greg =   gather



gregarious (adjective)

gre·gar·i·ous

fond of company; enjoy being in social 
gatherings; social person

This gregarious group 
enjoys being together.



luc
lumin

=   light



lucid (adjective)

lu cid

expressed clearly; easy to understand

He provided us with a 
lucid account of the 
car accident.
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elucidate (verb)

e lu ci date

Please elucidate your reasons 
for applying for this job.

to explain something clearly, to make clear, 
to explain



pan =   all



pantheon  (noun)

temple dedicated to all gods - especially in 
ancient Greece and Rome times

The Pantheon was 
dedicated to all the 
Greek gods.



pandemic (noun)

disease that is prevalent all over a whole 
country or the world

The Ebola pandemic 
killed many people in 
Africa. 



son =   sound



resonate  (verb)

produce or be filled with a deep, full, 
reverberating sound.

That bass guitar 
resonates through the 
entire auditorium.



resonate  (verb)

to say something that has special meaning or 
importance for someone in an emotional way

His struggles with 
bullying, resonated 
with me.



unison (noun)

u ni son – one sound

occurs when two or more people play or 
sing the same pitch or in octaves

The chorus sang in 
unison.



photo = light

the process by which green plants  use 

sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon 
dioxide, water, and chlorophyll  
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sciss = cut

scissors
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ten 
tent 
tain

=   to hold tightly



tenable (adjective)

ten a ble

To maintain or defend against an objection or 

an attack. 

Jim won the debate 
because his tenable 
argument was supported 
by facts.



retain (verb)

to keep or hold tightly

Our company wants to 
retain the very best 
workers!



vit
viv

=   life



vivacious (adjective)

vi va cious

lively, animated, bubbly, full of life

This is a vivacious 

little dog. 
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vital (adjective)

vi tal

absolutely necessary or important; essential

Hurry, check the patient’s 

vital signs. 


